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Concurrent Programming: Algorithms, Principles, and FoundationsSpringer, 2012

	The advent of new architectures and computing platforms means that synchronization and concurrent computing are among the most important topics in computing science. Concurrent programs are made up of cooperating entities -- processors, processes, agents, peers, sensors -- and synchronization is the set of concepts, rules and mechanisms that...
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Foundations of Cryptography: Volume 1, Basic Tools (Vol 1)Cambridge University Press, 2001

	Cryptography is concerned with the conceptualization, definition and construction of computing systems that address security concerns. This book presents a rigorous and systematic treatment of the foundational issues: defining cryptographic tasks and solving new cryptographic problems using existing tools. It focuses on the basic mathematical...
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Online Consumer Psychology: Understanding and Influencing Consumer Behavior in the Virtual WorldLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
This volume contains edited versions of papers that were presented at the 2001 Advertising and Consumer Psychology Conference in Seattle, Washington. This annual conference was sponsored by the Society for Consumer Psychology (Division 23 of the American Psychological Association) with sponsorship assistance from Accenture Institute for Strategic...
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Automatic Speech and Speaker Recognition: Large Margin and Kernel MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This book discusses large margin and kernel methods for speech and speaker recognition
    Speech and Speaker Recognition: Large Margin and Kernel Methods is a collation of research in the recent advances in large margin and kernel methods, as applied to the field of speech and speaker recognition. It presents...
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International Business Strategy: Rethinking the Foundations of Global Corporate SuccessCambridge University Press, 2009

	How can you best extend your knowledge of how multinational enterprises (MNEs) function? What does globalization mean for today's managers? How do students turn the message from academic literature into effective business strategies within an MNE? This practical textbook shows how the key concepts from business strategy literature can be...
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Trust Management for Service-Oriented EnvironmentsSpringer, 2009

	The Web was originally created to enable the sharing of information among scientists. Sir Tim Berners-Lee first proposed the idea of creating a ?Web of information? when he suggested a solution to integrate three technologies: HTML (HyperText Markup Language), HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), andWeb browsers [131]. HTML was proposed as a...
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Documentum 6.5 Content Management FoundationsPackt Publishing, 2010

	EMC Documentum is a leading Enterprise Content Management technology platform that helps enterprises to streamline the capture, processing, and distribution of business information including documents, records, e-mails, web content, images, reports, and digital assets. EMC Proven Professional is an exam-based certification program, which...
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Advanced Statistical Steganalysis (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2010

	Steganography and steganalysis, the hiding and detection of a covert payload
	within an innocent cover object, started to receive attention from the computer
	science, engineering, and mathematics communities in the 1990s. At
	first the problems were not clearly defined, but proper statistical foundations
	were proposed and mathematical...
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Advances in Data Science: Third International Conference on Intelligent Information Technologies, ICIIT 2018, Chennai, India, December 11–14, 2018, ... in Computer and Information Science)Springer, 2018

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Third International Conference on Advances in Data Science, ICIIT 2018, held in Chennai, India, in December 2018.
	
		

		The 11 full papers along with 4 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 74 submissions.The papers are...
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Handbook of Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies, Fourth EditionThe Guilford Press, 2019

	
		Now revised and expanded with over 50% new material, this definitive clinical reference is the text of choice for graduate-level courses in evidence-based psychotherapy. Foremost authorities describe the conceptual and scientific foundations of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and provide a framework for assessment and case...
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Neurocriminology: Forensic and Legal Applications, Public Policy ImplicationsCRC Press, 2018

	
		Neurocriminology: Forensic and Legal Applications, Public Policy Implications explores the dramatic impact of advances in neuroscience research and practice to our present understanding of criminality and crime control. Contemporary, cutting-edge research in neuroscience is cited and explained. Studies and cases are clearly...
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Principles of Embedded Networked Systems DesignCambridge University Press, 2005
"...this volume represents a real mine of information...anyone working in the field would benefit from owning a copy."    IEEE Communications Engineer     

       Embedded network systems (ENS) provide a set of technologies that can link the physical world to large-scale networks in applications, such as monitoring of borders,...
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